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The predictive validity of a brief inpatient neuropsychologic battery
for persons with traumatic brain injury.
Population: Traumatic brain injury, Inpatient rehabilitation
Categories: Outcome prediction
Authors: Hanks RA, Millis SR, Ricker JH, Giacino JT, Nakase-Richardson R, Frol AB,
Novack TA, Kalmar K, Sherer M, Gordon WA.
Date: 2008
Title: The predictive validity of a brief inpatient neuropsychologic battery for persons
with traumatic brain injury
Type: Journal article
Citation:
Hanks, R. A., Millis, S. R., Ricker, J. H., Giacino, J. T., Nakese-Richardson, R., Frol, A.
B., et al. (2008). The predictive validity of a brief inpatient neuropsychologic
battery for persons with traumatic brain injury. Archives Of Physical Medicine
And Rehabilitation, 89(5), 950-957.
Utility: Prospective study of predictive validity of NP assessment during subacute brain
injury rehab, including pts in PTA, within ~ 1 month of injury. Brief NP assessment
predicted handicap, functional outcome, supervision needs, employability in adults w/
TBI at 1 year. Adding NP increased predictive power over injury severity and early
functional status (with exceptions – SWLS and FIM Motor). Including those w/ PTA did
not diminish predictive validity. Findings important given trend toward shorter rehab
stays, strengthens argument for role of NP testing during acute rehab.
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Cognitive ability predicts objectively measured counterproductive
work behaviors
Population: Job applicants, Police Officer applicants
Categories: Cost Effectiveness of NP, Diagnostic Utility, Outcomes, Prediction
Authors: Dilchert S, Ones DS, Davis RD, Rostow CD.
Date: 2007
Title: Cognitive ability predicts objectively measured counterproductive work behaviors.
Type: Journal article
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Citation:
Dilchert, S., Ones, D. S., Davis, R. D., & Rostow, C. D. (2007). Cognitive ability predicts
objectively measured counterproductive work behaviors. The Journal Of Applied
Psychology, 92(3), 616-627.
Utility: Cognitive assessment using the Shipley Institute Living Scale (SILS) was able to
predict counterproductive work behaviors (CWB) in a sample of police officer applicants.
Provides support for the use of cognitive ability tests during personnel section. Expands
scope to include prediction of CWB.
Notes: Could potentially lead to cost savings for employers by aiding the selection
process which might eventually lead to increased retention of employees overtime and
a decrease in CWB. Most previous CWB studies explored personality variables. Notes:
N = 3021.

GENERAL/MISCELLANEOUS	
  
Utility of the neuropsychological evaluation in an acute medical
hospital
Population: General Primary Care
Categories: Directs treatment planning and discharge
Authors: Bishop CL, Temple, RO, Tremont G, Westervelt HJ, Stern RA.
Date: 2003
Title: Utility of the neuropsychological evaluation in an acute medical hospital.
Type: Journal article
Citation
Bishop, C. L., Temple, R. O., Tremont, G., Westervelt, H. J., & Stern, R. A. (2003).
Utility of the neuropsychological evaluation in an acute medical hospital. The
Clinical Neuropsychologist, 17(4), 468-473.
The study includes 100 patients being discharged from a medical hospital who had
undergone neuropsychological evaluation. A chart review of those patients and
examination of discharge summaries indicated that placements of patients post
discharge were consistent with neuropsychological recommendations 80% of the time,
often citing specifics from the neuropsychological report. C-L psychiatry and
occupational therapy consultation recommendations were much less frequently
mentioned in discharge summaries. The article underscores the value of
neuropsychological services in appropriate discharge planning and the perceived value
of those services to the medical team.
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